BRADLEY William  MRI Future Quo Vadis  UCSD Jan 19 2012

email is wgbradley@ucsd.edu
he is prof and chair of dept of radiology at ucsd...

based on his Lauterbur Lecture 2010  ISMRM, Stockhom


jan 28  kickoff party  at Schwab Center...

this is radiology grand rounds..
this is cme grand rounds...

will in future will be in clark or in li ka shing...

sandeep will introduce the speaker...

this is the 4th installment of grand rounds...
wm bradley got his bs at caltech
and phd at princeton

he focuses on neuroradiol
21 textbooks
primary genl text in field
editor bd of ten sci journals...

he was in fleming house...  the big jock house... he was a flem...
he got gold medals from  rsm


Bill Bradley....

he was a med student at Zion in SF...

lots of ucsf people here...

this is a live version of the Lauterbur  lecture...

shows a letter  dated sept 4 1975  from alex margulis

leon kauffman  talked margulis into spending 40k for the first mri...

888 first ST predictions...

continued increase in field strength and bore diam

3T is stnd...now

he will be getting a new 7T   we have a 7T
11.7 T going up in paris...

improved parallel receive and xmit systems

improved rf subsystems  with larger phased arrays eg 128 channels, higher accel factors

software prediction  improved  motion correction  eg PROMO...

prospect motion artifact correction... great for stroke imaging..

promo gets rid of any motion..

mr shud be used for stroke and not ct


MR  elastography;  morphometry  neuroquant

compressed sensing...

pays to look back...

he shows image from 183  Diasonics... people raved...


***

0.35 T  incredible...
3 mins...  volume imaging in one scan reconstruction many...


***

Fast anatomical imaging  get v cool image in 39 seconds...

****

compressed sensing...
(any image not necessarily mri)

****

can take an input really low res image and (shows obama) and get perfect image with  image enhancement...

PROMO...  apply gradients to correct for head motion
almost perfect..
eg for naturalistic study in kids...
great for kids...

MR morphometry  to tell whether  Alz Dis vs  normal aging (eg MCI mild cog impairment)

couple with analysis of metalloprotein..

MGH uses Siemans...  23 channel buckyball...

use  90 channel  head coil


128  Ch body  MR

HTS high temp super conductor coil

HTS innov...
shows knees..
half the scan time and better image quality..

****
parallel  xmit
7T  get central brightening effect... bad... but can get it to go away...

***
MRA at 3T  MRA of Circle of Willis at 3T...

1024  MRA now possible

get better spail res than DSA...


1024  MRA  of the brain at 3T

exceeds DSA res.
  wow!!!!!

actually see blood flow   ophthalmics look like pipes..

***
Eric Wong  see exactly what territory is for a partic coronary...

***
wud be great to see glutamate separate from glutamine
Glu is  released by 90% of excit neurons
involved in memory and learning...

Knight separates  glutamate from glutamine... killer app

***

FLAIR shows edema

****

increased speciifty at 3T for MRI of breast... can see spiculations of mass...
we need a 3T for breast to distg cancer...

christiana kuhl...

****

UTE  john paulley, graeme bydder, md ucsd



***
can see calcified cartilage layer... calcified deep layer...

 knee meniscus   can get down to  60 micron internal resolution  (graeme bydder)

***

****
liver fat and fibrosis quantification...

good for NASH, NAFLD
non alc  steatohepatitis,  cirrhosis;  HCC
fld = fatty liver disease...

liver fat:  lipoquant... 

claude uses a dbl contrast technique...

graeme son is mark bydder... also a physicist...

***

Claude Sirlin  is at UCSD...

he insists on scannng all his cirrhotic liver at 3T...

***
MR elastography...   use it for spleen...

liver bx only samples 1/50,000 of the liver... scanningis better...

*****
intraoperative MRI...

monitor tmor resection
 and superimpose prefusion..
use fMRI to c  eloquentparts of the brain...

****
mark  chazinsky...

doing gene and stem cell therapy
put this into alzheimers ... target  nucleus baslais... 2-3 mm off and u make pt worse...

***

PWI for tumor grading...

guid neurosurgeons to  the highest grade section of tumor..

important to know... surgeons create more probs by cutting tracts...


***

****
double donut... neurosurg... stands in btwn...

83 yo lady with bx proven  GBM...(glioblastoma multiformi)


openmachine...
need mr  compatible gurneys... need to be aluminum...

ned carbon fiber head arc...  fiducials filled with gad...


optical tracking system...

frameless stereotaxy

he shows  chairman of  long beach memorial...
did not get it all out...

GAD  leaks out  from surg site... ( he knew he got it all out...

he shows  it a few months later
GBM grows... we do not have better rx than we had 50 yrs ago...
***

red dots  in front and behind the GBM  ... cannot go in either in front or behind... its sandwiched in btwn...

if they got it all out  , th ept is cured...
if  they don't get it all out... just wait for it to go back  (this talking abt a grad 2)

will transition to grad 3  astrocytoma then to gr 4  GBM...

presented at AS and R...

u get tumro lef tbehind in 80% of ? cases...

****

first showe dup at SMRM....  from Calgary...
all the neurosrugeons  want this thing  cost 10M bucks...  don't have to move pts
****

LT predictions

MR guided fofrcused

hperpolarized C13... it s only 1%...
C13 has spin so u need to hyperpolarize it...

GE acquried amersham...

tag decays in < 1minute..

Parahydrogen  called PASADEMA  (trying to recruit)
formof hydrogen  when u get to absol zero...

100,00 X  natl abudnance  SNR.

looking at  anatomic changes...

great for metabolc paths...

hyperpolarized...

Day, SE  et al in Nature 2007

****

metabolic
******

he shows MR  guided focused ultrsound...
he shows surg scene with chekhov  from Star Trek IV...

****
handheld MRI.. MagneVu  Handheld MRI...  bad mgmt and went out of biz...


see the GE  meatball...

now sonosite  at bedside..

its gonna happen with mri..

***
Here he discusses uses of MRI for THERAPY!

mr-guided tissue ablation...

focused ultrasound...

MRgFUS...  his adminstrator calls it that... mister goofus...

****

out pt neurosurgery with rf probe...

sealed bath... only become coherent at a point... (similar to renal stone rx)

thermal  FUS  focused ultrasound  treatment of breast fibroadenoma...
bovie the vessels as u go....   so no incr in metastases...

uterine artery embolization...
need to monitor with MR guidance... to measure temp in lesions  to amesure u get it...

****

HIFUS in the brain...

doesn't go thru bone very well...
u need a water bag...

fibroid operates at 1.1 megahx  br systems at lower freq...

do this for GBM or mets...  at the Brigham

ablate thalamocortical pathways to do neurogenic pain... to blast  thalmocortical

sheba  israeli..  to do hemato liquifaction

UVa... essential tremor...

UCSD palnned

actue stroke

our new chief of neurosrug  came from MGH  rx  GBM  with heat.l..

ExAblate...

rx neurogenic pain..

essential  tremor... crappy  drawing... much better after rx...
Sonothrombolysis...  shake it up to 
***
mech disruption of MCA clot.. visualize using UTE...
***
sonothrombolysis to shake it up  to restore  flow in clotted vessels...


liquifies  clot  by shaking it...   3.5 yrs ago...

***
next generation  (a la star trek

minimally invasive surgery..
target primary and metast tumros;  func neurosurg for neurogeneic pain...





